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Abstract. We describe a family of random walks in random environments which
have exponentially decaying correlations, nearest neighbor transition probabili-
ties which are bounded away from 0, and yet are subdiffusive in any dimension
d< oo.

1. Introduction

Random walks in random environments have been the subject of much attention
in recent years in connection with 1/f 'noise [1] and as disordered systems of interest
in their own right. They have been studied by various nonrigorous methods: Monte
Carlo studies [2], series expansions [3,4], and the renormalization group [5-7];
some special models have been analyzed rigorously [8,9]. Here we have cited only
papers about the model in dimensions d > 1; the literature concerning the one
dimensional problem is too large to catalogue.

At this point a consensus has developed [2,3,5-7] that for a model with short
range correlations, two is the upper critical dimension for the problem: for d > 2
the mean square displacement will be asymptotically linear in time (i.e., normal
diffusive behavior), while for d < 2 the behavior is subdiffusive. The point of this
paper is to describe an example which casts some doubt on the universality of the
last conclusion. Specifically, we describe a family of models with spatially
homogeneous random environments which have exponentially decaying correla-
tions and nearest neighbor transition probabilities bounded away from 0 so that
a random walk in any of these random environments is subdiffusive in any
dimension d< oo.

The models we will consider are a special case of what we have called [9]
random walk on a random hillside. In these systems one starts with a random
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function V: Md-+U (the hillside or potential), defines

α(x,y) = exp[-j87((x + ),)/2)] (1)

for x,yeZd with |x — y\ = 1, and for convenience sets α(x,j/) = 0 otherwise. The
α(x, y) are nonnegative, so if we let

α(x) = X α(x, y)

and

p{x, y) = α(x, )>)/α(x),

then

/?(x,)>)^0 and ]Γ/?(x,j;) = 1,

i.e., p is a transition probability. From p we construct our random walk in random
environment X(n) in the usual way: if X(n) = x (in words, the particle is at x at
time n\ then the probability it will jump to y at time n + 1 is p(x, y) independent
of what happened before time n. To prepare for later developments the reader
should note that the definition of p is unchanged if we replace α by

α(x, y) = exp [ - β{ V({x + y)/2) - V(x)}],

since the extra factor will cancel when we normalize. The value of p(x, y) therefore
only depends on the value of the increments V((x + ))—V(x). In our model V has
slope ^ 1 so for neighboring points, p(x,y) ^ e~β/2/2deβ/2.

In an earlier paper [9] the second author, following a suggestion of Marinari
etal. [1] studied the special case of this model in which "K belongs to an ensemble
which is invariant (at least for its long distance behavior) under the transformation
V -> V*, where

V*(λx) - V*(0) = λθ{V(x) - 7(0))."

He found, as they predicted, that in such a random environment the position of
the random walk at time t is asymptotically (log ήί/θ. (See [9] for a precise statement
and proof.) This result is not, however, inconsistent with the "consensus" referred
to above, because, as several people have pointed out to us [10], the correlations
in the above model decay like a small power of l/|x|. The last objection does not
apply to our new example because its correlations in p(x, y) decay exponentially fast.

To construct the random hillside V which defines the model, we let k(z\ zeZd,
be independent random variables with

k~\ fc=l,2,..., (2)

where ε is a small number which will be chosen later and 0 < δ < 1 is arbitrary.
We think of V as being the surface of a (random) moon, with k(z) giving the

radius of the crater centered at z. If we let |x | = |x x | H h \xd\, then the function

x|-k,0} (3)
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describes what we mean by a (square) crater of radius k centered at 0, and we
define the surface of our moon by

V(x) = mmφk(z){x-z), (4)
z

where the minimum is taken over z in Zd.
From the above definition it is clear that the increments in V have exponentially

decaying correlations. We have already observed that {p(x,y): \x — y\ = l} is
bounded away from zero. The next result shows the third property claimed in the
introduction: random walks in these random environments are subdiffusive.

Theorem 1. Suppose that ε S 1/2, 0 < δ < 1, and N > 0. If β ̂  2(JV + d + 1), then

X(m)|^ft1 / i V]-+0 as n-^oo.

If one takes, for example, ε = 1/2, d = 3 and N = 4, the last theorem implies that
when β ̂  16 the RWRE is subdiffusive for all values of δ > 0. The reason for the
bound n1/N is in spirit as follows: The largest hole that the particle falls into before
leaving the ball of radius r will be of order clogr, where c = — 21ogr/log(l — ε)
for d ̂  2. The time it takes to climb out of this hole will be for order ecβlogr = rcβ;
the time it takes to leave the ball will be at least as large. Inverting, one obtains
the above bound, but under the somewhat stronger assumption β ̂  2(JV + d + 1).

The reader (especially one familiar with an earlier version of this paper) may
at this point expect a diatribe about the failure of nonrigorous methods. We do
think that this example should make the reader think twice before asserting that
renormalization drives all models to the weak disorder fixed point. However, the
simple fact is that it does not contradict any claims in the physics literature. As a
referee has pointed out, the models in the references have random forces rather
than the random potentials we consider here. (See ref. 7 for more on this point.)
We think that if the random variables p(x, ) are i.i.d., then it is probably correct
that the corresponding RWRE is diffusive in d > 2. Hence the last character of the
title.

Returning to the mathematical aspects of the result above, we note that a result
of DeMasi, Ferrari, Goldstein, and Wick [11,12] implies

Theorem 2. //
£[exp(-βK(0))]<oo,

then the random walk in the random environment is diffusive.
Combining this result with Theorem 1 shows that for any ε ̂  1/2 and δ > 0

there is phase transition from diffusive to subdiffusive behavior as β increases. A
conjecture which implies the existence of a critical value and gives its location is
that in the models considered here, £[exp( —/?K(0))] = oo implies that the RWRE
is subdiffusive.

2. Demonstration of Theorem 1

We continue to use the notation employed in Sect. 1. We define φk, F, α, p and
X as before. Denote by Ψ" the σ-algebra generated by V. Note that conditioned
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on F, X(ή) is a reversible Markov chain with (infinite) equilibrium measure α(x).
Except when specified otherwise, X(0) = 0 is assumed. As usual, Ω will denote the
probability space and ω its elements.

Set B(r) = {xeZd: |x | < r}. As r increases, 5(r) will with high probability contain
deeper and more numerous craters. A particle executing the motion X(n) should
on occasion fall into such deep craters. Owing to (1), it should take a long time
before returning to the surface (where V = 0), or for that matter, to any fixed level
g(ε, d). Craters deeper than g(ε, d), for appropriate g(ε, d), compose a comparatively
small portion of Zd, and so the particle should typically not be able to move far
until it returns to this level. The last three statements can in fact be justified and
will form the basis for our proof of Theorem 1.

To be more explicit, introduce at and bt with

~+ai, (5)

for i ^ 3, with [w] denoting the integer part of WE/. From bh define the sets

d ^ } (6)

and At = Bi — Bi^1. Since we are unable to say much about the motion of X(n),
crude arguments regarding the placement of deep craters are required. In
Proposition 1, we give a lower bound on the probability that before leaving Bh

X(n) falls at least to depth at in a prescribed manner. Although this probability is
small, it is not too much smaller than paι, and the event will occur with probability
close to one for some Bt satisfying B(r/4) ̂  Bt ^ B(r/2), if r is large. In Proposition
2, a lower bound is given for the time it takes for a particle to climb up to level
g from a prescribed depth h. The time will typically be exponential in β(h + g). For
h = at and given N, reference to (5) shows that this will be of greater magnitude
than rN for β chosen large enough. The last step is provided by Proposition 3.
There it is shown that, except for a very small probability, no sites in B(r/2) are
connected to Bc(r) except through paths which reach level g; if δ is small enough,
one can set g = 0. Combining Propositions 1-3, we therefore see that with a
probability close to one, a particle will fall at least to depth ah and then take at
least rN units of time before exiting B(r), if r is large. Inverting, we obtain Theorem 1.

We will find it useful to define

A(x) = {z:φk(z)(x~z)=V(x)}

if V(x) < 0. We will then say that "x is influenced by A(x)". Note that for \y — x| = 1,
V(y) = V(x) — 1 iff \y — z\ = \x — z\ — 1 for some zeA(x). In this case, A(y) a A(x).

Lemma 1. Fix V,h,x0, and y, and suppose that x 0 is influenced by A with
dist (A, x0) ^ h. For β ^ 2 log 6d and X{0) = x0,

PLV(X(j)) = V(X(0)) -j, = 1,... ,Λ] ^ (3/4)*. (7)

Proof. Let Θ>

m denote the set of paths (x o , . . . ,x j (i.e., |x7 — x7 -il = 1) with
V(xj)=V(xo)-j ϊorj=l,...,m. Forgiven (x o , . . . ,x m _ 1 )6^ )

w _ 1 , m^h, let
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Since x 0 is influenced by A and dist (A, x0) ̂  h, B is not empty. Note that

V(xm)^ Vix^,) if xmφB.

Therefore if β^ 2 log βd,

Inequality (7) follows by induction.
We will find it convenient to introduce two variants of V(x). Let

= mmφm(x-z),
zeBτ

Vι{x)=Vi(x)Λ(disl(dBi9x)-aι). (8)

Equations (8) will be used in Proposition 1 in the context of σi (defined below).
Also, for Proposition 1 and later results, let

TΛ = min {n: X(n)eΛ }, A c Zd,

T\ = min {n Φ 0: X(n) = x}9 xeZd,

T™ = min{n>T™-1:X(n) = x}, m ^ 2 , (9)

Γf = min {11:1^)1 = ^},

and

σt = Tt Λ mm {n:\X(n)\ > V i , ^ W ) Φ Vt(X(n))}9

τi = min {n: V(X(n)) ^ - αj. (10)

(If a set is empty, assign the value oo.) Note that under fixed V, these are all stopping
times. Lastly, define

G^jω τ^T;} (11)

and

9i = σ(Gί9...9Gi)9 r^σiV^Xiny.n^σ,)). (12)

The idea behind the proof of Proposition 1 is that at least with the probability
given in (13), there is some z with \z\ = b{ and k(z) = ai9 and which satisfies (14). If
V{X(σ$) > —ah then X(σt) is influenced by z or some other point not in Bh and
one can apply Lemma 1.

Proposition 1. For Gi9 %i-.1 as defined in (11)—(12) and β ̂  21og6J,

n ^ l ^ -i]^^(3(l-ε)/4) .̂ (13)

Proof. Choose Z{ so that \Zt\ = bt and

\Zi-X(σί)\ = bi-\X(σί)\. (14)

Since V(X(ή)) can decrease by at most 1 in each unit of time, on

Ki = {ω:k(Zi) = ai}9
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one has

So for

Ft

one has

Set

= Kin{V(X(σi+j)) =

{xo) = Ki(xo)n{ω:V(X'(

7i + ai-V(X{σ^).

V(X(σd)-j, ; = 1 , . . .

j))=V(xo)-j, i = l ,

M. Bramson and

9at-V{X{σd)}9

•••^i- V(x0)},

R. Durrett

(15)

(16)

where X'{j) is a copy of X(j) with X'(0) = x0 and K^XQ) is a copy of Kt corresponding
to X' with x 0 substituted for X(σt) in (14). (At x0 = X(σt)9 Kt{x0) = Kt.) Conditioned
on y, X(n) is strong Markov, and so

(17)

( = ΣxoPίFi(xo)\^PίX(σί) = x0']y Since 9^x^ru (16) and (17) imply that

ά (18)

Owing to the definition of σ/5 X(σt ) is, on iCi? influenced by some A with
AnB{ = φ or F(X(σt )) < - ^ . Since

one can in the first case apply Lemma 1 with h = \Z{ — X(σt)l where 0 < h< a{. It
follows that on Ki9

"'Σ (3/4)"F[|Z; - X{σι)\ = h\Ψ~}> (3/4)-. (19)

(Off Kh the left-hand side of (19) of course equals zero.) One can check that <^ι _ 1

and Kt are independent. One therefore obtains from (18) and (19) that

PίGi^i-J ^ (3/4ΓPCKJ = <5ε[3(l - ε)/4]β«. //

The proof of Proposition 2 makes use of the following lemma, which was
suggested to us by J. Baxter. (One may also use the Dirichlet Principle.) Here,
Y(n) is a positive recurrent Markov chain with transition probabilities q(x,y),
x,yeZd, and equilibrium probability measure π(x). We introduce

fxy = Pχίτχ > Ty] =P[Y visits y before returning to x| 7(0) = x].

Lemma 2. Assume Y(n) is positive recurrent with a single recurrence class. Then for
allx,y,

(20)

Proof. Equation (20) is well known (cf. Chung [13], page 50, Theorem 5). Perhaps
the most intuitive proof runs as follows. Fix x, y, and set

u{z) = P[Y visits y before x| Y(0) - z]
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for arbitrary state z. Then u(x) — 0, u(y) = 1, and u is harmonic off {x, y}, i.e.,

u{z) = Σ q(z, w)u(w) for zφx,y. (21)

Also,

Φ ) = ΣΦ> WMW) -/xy Φ ) = Σ<ι(y> w )Φ0 +Λ* (22)

Summing over (21) and (22) with weights π(z), one obtains

= Σ "(
= Σπ(w)u(w) - π

The assertion follows immediately. /
Below, we let H9(x) denote "the hole below g" containing x, that is, the set of

sites y connected to x by some path (x0,... ,xm) with x0 = x, xm = y and V(Xj) < g
for 0^,/^m. Also, let

dHg(x) = {yφH9(x): 3zeH9{x) w i t h \y-z\ = 1}.

(For such z, V(z) = g — \)g = g(c, d)^0 and will be chosen later. When convenient,
we write H, dH.

The proof of Proposition 2 consists of fixing V, and applying Lemma 2 to the
Markov chain induced by restricting Zd to HudH.

Proposition 2. Fix V. For weZd with V(w) ^ —h<g,

PΛ.T^^n] ^n\dH*{w)\e^-h-*\ (23)

Proof. Construct the Markov chain X(ri) with state space H9(w) = H9(w)u{Δ} and
transition probabilities p(x, y) as follows. Set

α(x, y) = α(x, y) for x.yeH,

aί(x,Δ) = dί(Δ,x)= Σ a(x,y) for xeH,
yecH

oί(Δ9Δ)= Σ *(*>y\
x,yecH

and

p(x, y) = α(x, y)/aί(x) for x,yeϊϊ.

The Markov chain thus defined is positive recurrent and reversible with equilibrium
measure α(x). It is easy to see that on {n: n ^ TdH}, X may be obtained from X by
collapsing the sites in dH(w) to Δ. Consequently,

PΛ.T1

w>Tδa-]=Pw[Tl>TΔ], (24)
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where T and T are the stopping times corresponding to X and X.
We now apply Lemma 2 with Y = X. The stationary distribution π is a constant

multiple of α and so

α(x)/α(j;) = π(x)/π(y) for x,yeH.

It follows from (20) that

PXΓl > f J - PΛ[T\ > fjα(Zi)/α(w) ^ 5(4 )/α(w). (25)

One can check from the definition of α(x) that

α(w) ̂  2de-βl2'eph, oί{Δ) ̂  2deβ/2 e~βg'\dH\,

and so the left-hand side of (25) is at most

\dH\eβil-h-g). (26)

Together with (24), this shows that

Iterating, one obtains

PwlTl>TdH-]^

Since Tn

w ̂  2n,

Pw[Tm < 2ή] ̂  n\dH\eβil~h~9\ //

The next two lemmas will be used in proving Proposition 3.

Lemma 3. For y > 0,

P[max(k(z) - p)> ry: zeB(r + p\peZ+] ^ Cγ exp {-ry/2}, (27)

where Cx depends on y,ε, and d.

Proof. The left-hand side of (27) is at most

00 00 OO

X (2(r + p))d<5ε(l - ε ) * ^ ^ (4r)dε(l - εf X (1 - ε)p + 4dε(l -ε)R ^ pd(l -ε)^,

with Λ = [r y]. The first term on the right-hand side equals

(4r)d{l - εf.

The second term is at most

4 d ε( l-ε) R £ p{p + ϊ)'"{p + d

Their sum is at most

for appropriate Cγ (which depends on y, ε, and d). II
In order to obtain bounds on the size of the hole H9(x), we let H0(x) = {x},
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and inductively define Hj(x) as the set of yeZd such that for some weHj_1(x) and
zel\

<Pk(z) (y~z)<g and φm (w - z) < g.

Since y is connected to w through a path which never reaches the level g, Hj(x)
consists of those sites in H9(x) which are at most "j craters removed" from x. Also,
set

h/x) = H J (x)-/ί J._1(x)
and

:hj(x)ϊφ}. (28)

Lemma 4. Suppose that

g(ε,d)^Uog((ε/2)2d+ηδ(2d)\). (29)

Then for xeZd,

PlJ(x)^j]^l/2J. (30)

Proof. Two points y and x which are connected to each other by a crater centered
at z must each be within distance fc(z) + # — 1 of z. For specified x, the possible
number of craters of depth k centered at such z and the number of such y located
in each such crater are each at most (2(fc + g)— l)d. One therefore has the bound

1=1

which equals (2d)\ δ(2/ε)2d(l - ε)'9. So,

£[|Mx)l]^l/2 (31)

for #(ε, d) satisfying (29). Now,

By (31), this is at most

ilViMI
Consequently,

for all j .
For Proposition 3, we introduce II

Er = {ω: Bc(r)nHg(x) = φ for all xeB(r/2)}. (32)

That is, Er is the event that no hole (below g) which is partially contained inside
B(r/2) extends outside B(r). From now on, we assume that g is chosen so that (29)
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holds. If δ is chosen small enough relative to ε and d, one can in fact set g = 0.
The inequality (33) below follows from Lemmas 3 and 4, which place bounds on
the size of individual craters and on the number of consecutive craters in a particular
hole.

Proposition 3. For Er as defined above,

PlPr-]^C2Qχp{-r^}, (33)

where C2 depends on ε and d.

Proof. Denote by Lr(x) the event that the hole (below g) containing x has radius
at least r/2, that is,

Lr(x) = {ω: \x — y\ ^ r/2 for some yeH9(x)},

and set

Lr= U L£x).

xeB(r/2)

Clearly,

Ec

rczLr. (34)

One has

P[L r] ^ P[Lr n MΓ] + P[Mί], (35)

where

Mr = {ω:max(fc(z) - p) ^ ^/r,zeB{r + p),peZ +}.

By Lemma 3,

P C M a ^ C i e x p l - r 1 ' 4 } . (36)

To bound the first term on the right-hand side of (35), note that for xeB(r/2\

where J is defined in (28). Therefore,

£ ^ (37)
xeB(r/2) xeB(r/2)

By Lemma 4, this is at most

rd/2^r/\ (38)

Formulas (34)-(38) show that

P[JS?] ^ rd/2^/4 + d exp {- r1/4} ^ C2 exp {- r1/4}

for appropriate C2 (which depends on ε and d). //
We now prove Theorem 1 by using Propositions 1-3 as sketched at the

beginning of the section.
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Theorem 1. Suppose that ε ^ 1/2, 0 < δ < 1, and N > 0. If β ^ 2(N + d + 1), then

P\m?LX\X(m)\^nllN U o as n-+oo. (39)

Proof Fix r and set

It is easy to check that for i ^ L,

flf^logr, (40)

and consequently

41ogr ~41ogr

Now, repeated application of Proposition 1 shows that

G φ Π [1 -^(3(1 -β)/4^] ^expΓ-|;^ε(3(l -ε)/4rl. (42)

Plug in (40) and (41), and note that log (3(1 - ε)/4) > - 1 for ε ^ 1/2. This shows
that (42) is at most

expϊ -δε(— 1 )r l o g [ 3 ( 1" ε ) / 4 ] l^exp{-(5εr' 7} (43)

for large enough r and appropriate η > 0. Let

Application of Proposition 3 allows one to replace (42)-(43) by

(44)

for large enough r (depending on ε and d) and a new choice of η.
We restrict our attention to X(n) on G. On this set,

τr. ^ Tt for some l^ί^L. (45)

Denote by / the first such i, and set Yj = X(τ7). From the definition of τ and a,

ViY^-aj^-llogll (46)

Also,

HTOcΰW (47)

and so

gPr)". (48)
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We will denote by μv the subprobability measure on B(r) induced by Y7 (restricted
to G) for fixed V and by X'(m) a copy of X(m) with initial distribution given by μv.

One can apply Proposition 2 together with (46) and (48) to obtain

p

μvίTdH{xm ^ nI K] £ n(2r)dexp {β(l - [log ϊ]-g)}.

(Here the superscript g is suppressed.) The right-hand side does not depend on V.
Setting n = rN, N fixed, and plugging in (41), one gets

Γμvl
L dH(X'(θ)) = ' I v J = \Δr) = ι l r

for large enough r if β ^ 2(N + d + 1). Let TgH(y} denote the first time greater
than τι at which X hits dHiY^ By (45) and (47), '

T" < T
1 3//(Y7) = L 3B(r)

under X(0) = 0. Also, for fixed F, X is strong Markov. Therefore,

Pi{Tmr) ^ rN) ^ <?] ̂  i>[ {rδH{Yj) ^ rN} nG^^ l/r. (49)

Inequalities (44) and (49) together show that

pίToB(r) ^r^^r'1 + exp {- δεrη} ^ 0 as r -> oo.

Inverting, one obtains

P\ msLx\X(m)\^n1/N ->0 as n—>oo.
L m ^ n J
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